
Life is like a shopping cart?
I remember it as if it were last week.

All right -- it was last week.

Like most husbands, I occasionally get sent to the grocery store. You'd think that
wives would learn not to send their husbands to the store. Send a husband to the
grocery store, and wives get all sorts of things they don't want -- things like
chocolate covered potato chips, candy bars, raffle tickets, or whatever thing the
food demonstrator was demonstrating that day (my wife still talks about the four
pound bag of meatballs I brought home from the store three years ago). But they
tasted so good in the store!

Send a husband to the store, and a wife may also gets food in quantities she
doesn't like.  A request to "bring back some sour cream" while I was at the
warehouse store meant that my wife got a five pound container of sour cream,
and "bring home some hot chocolate mix" meant that I brought home 100
packets of it.

Still, wives do ask, and my wife's among them.  I am justly proud of my ability as
a husband to bring back the item my wife asked for. I am usually not immune to
asking for directions where food shopping is concerned -- I'll gladly run over a
stock clerk with my shopping cart, and ask him where the sugarfree, unflavored,
tonic water is. (Who knew they made so many types of bottled water?)

My latest foray into shopping, though, almost turned me into a blibbering idiot --
and it was all because of a shopping cart.

The problem occurred because I was in a hurry, and I was more than a little bit
stubborn.

I walked in the local food store, grabbed a shopping cart, and hurried around,
looking for some sort of "raspberry sauce," whatever that is.

Oddly enough, though, I found I seemed to be moving in circles. Being the man I
am, I quickly analyzed the problem -- the frame of the shopping cart was bent,
meaning that one side of the cart was angled one way, the other side of the cart
was angled the other.

Obviously, I should have taken the cart back -- but being stubborn, I decided I
could guide it as I pushed it. No shopping cart was going to get the best of me.
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While struggling with the cart for a number of minutes (it took me that long to find
out the store didn't know what "raspberry sauce" is), I came to several
conclusions:

1. The store is incredibly cheap not to fix its shopping cart.
2. I need to be much, much less stubborn.
3. No amount of pushing on one corner or the other, and no amount of stacking
various canned goods in one corner or the other, would make any difference in
the way the cart wanted to go.
4. Aha! If I pulled the cart, it went where I wanted it to go.

I finally found my food, including some hot bread that my wife didn't order, a
candy bar that she didn't want me to eat, the previously-mentioned tonic water
(who would have known that my sister-in-law had malaria?), and a few other
amazing little things. Alas, no raspberry sauce could be found.

But I did find an interesting little parallel to our lives as motivators and leaders.

Like the shopping cart, few organizations get through life without becoming bent
here or there. They may have one wheel that sticks a bit, another wheel that
makes a lot of noise, maybe even a bit of rust and wear. Like my shopping cart,
they may have wheels -- or people and departments within the organization --
that want to turn in opposite directions.

The common approach many mangers take is the same approach I took initially -
- they push the organization.

Pushing the organization, like pushing the malformed shopping cart, does little to
help. All it does is to give more power to the defect. Fractious groups become
more fractured when pushed. In my case, as my shopping cart fought harder, I
pushed it more strongly -- which meant it fought harder still.

Like my malformed shopping cart, most organizations do much better when
pulled instead of pushed -- with the leader out in front, leading the way to greater
glory.

Is your organization being pushed in every direction? Maybe you need a "puller"
for a leader, not a "pusher."

The great leaders have always been "pullers," blazing the trail their organization
would then follow. True leaders have always found that their followers are willing
to gladly follow their lead.

Are you a "puller" or a "pusher?" Do you lead your organization, or do you just
push, and push, and push, even though you're not getting anywhere?



For each person individually, the shopping cart has another moral.

In our lives, often we will work at cross purposes with ourselves. Odd though it
may seem, many times one part of our personality will want to go in one
direction, while another part will seek a different destination. Like the shopping
cart, mixed-up purposes usually lead to little forward movement.

Although we can't really "pull" ourselves along, we can allow our goals to do it for
us. By keeping our sights on a clear, motivating goal, we can bend our cross-
purposed efforts toward a central, unifying destination.

Is life like a shopping cart? I hope not.

But we can learn from many experiences in life -- even being sent to the grocery
store.

Now let me see -- where did I put that sour cream?
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